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Modelling and scenario planning
requires careful use of these
speculative measures
Clockwork
Speculative technology measures:

Biomass

Enhanced capture rates and
Direct air carbon capture

More centralised, with national strategic
solutions. Negative emissions compensate for
continued emissions from industry, aviation and
livestock.

Patchwork
Speculative social measures:

Aviation

Diet change

Afforestation

More decentralised, national solutions more
constrained. A greater role for renewables, and
more societal change, less need for offsets.
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Lifestyles, land use and low
carbon energy: The Net Zero
mixing desk
Emissions: 2015, Clockwork 2050, Patchwork 2050
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HYDROGEN economy needed for up to 250TWh per
year, (close to electricity today)
2050 Clockwork
= 250TWh
Majority from SMR+CCS,
supplemented by BECCS

2050 Patchwork
= 185TWh
Majority from Electrolysis,
supplemented by BECCS

Innovation priorities:
Biomass gasification with CCS.
Steam methane reforming (SMR+CCS) for cost effective bulk hydrogen production.
Electrolysis deployment in the 2020s will deliver cost and performance improvements.
Advanced nuclear operating flexibly between electricity, heat and hydrogen.
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CO2 captured per annum by 2050 will be 43% of the
current Net CO2 emissions
2050 Clockwork
= 170 MtCO2/year

Dominated by H2 production-SMR+CCS (30%)
and BECCS (13.5%)
DAC at 19.5%, Industry at 16.5%

2050 Patchwork
= 77 MtCO2/year

Dominated by H2 production by BECCS (51%),
Waste gasification at 26%

Innovation priorities:
Biomass gasification with CCS.
Steam methane reforming (SMR+CCS) for cost effective bulk hydrogen production.
Air Capture: high capture rates and minimum energy requirement.
Industrial CCS: Push for large-scale CCS deployment in industrial sector.
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The whole system analysis in
Innovating to Net Zero was part of
our wider programme
Offshore Wind
Particularly floating
turbines.
Carbon, Capture and Storage
For power and H2, industry,
BECCS.
Energy Storage
Building level heat storage,
longer-duration electrical
storage.
Low carbon heat solutions
Heat pumps, building fabric
improvements, district heat.

https://es.catapult.org.uk/reports/innova
ting-to-net-zero/

Transport
Low emissions light vehicles,
dual fuel HGVs.
Aviation
Demand in aviation and
fuel switching.
Societal
Dietary changes.

Land Use Change
Afforestation and biomass.

Biomass
Increasing availability of
sustainable resource.

Markets, Policy and
Regulation implications.

Nuclear (incl. SMR)
Cost reduction, heat recovery
for district heating.

Digitalisation of the energy
sector.
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Key takeaways
CCS and bioenergy are both essential to delivering Net Zero

With a Net Zero target, failure to deploy either option means foregoing the negative emissions essential to offsetting
continued demand for aviation and livestock products. Our modelling finds it extremely difficult to meet Net Zero in those
circumstances.

Innovation and Deployment : CCS at Scale

Direct support for innovation and early deployment of CCS and hydrogen production with CCS, including the development
of investable funding mechanisms for CO2 transport and storage infrastructure.

Industrial CCS

CCS is predominantly applied to the heavy industries (iron and steel, chemicals, cement) located in industrial clusters (areas
where industries are in close proximity to each other). Some industrial sectors adopt CCS from mid-2020s-2030. Clusters tend to
be located in coastal regions enabling access to the offshore CO2 storage sites. By 2050, 28 MtCO2 is captured by industry
directly.

CCS for Power
Flexible generation in 2050 is provided by 6GW of combined cycle gas turbines with CCS and 22GW of hydrogen turbines. The
emissions headroom created in other sectors, alongside short periods of operation, means capture rates of 95% on CCGTs are
sufficient, providing a cost saving compared to 99% systems.
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Projects on CCS
Scotland's Net Zero
Roadmap (SNZR) – Phase 1

First phases of the ISCF roadmap projects develop a plan to explore practical methods to
decarbonise industrial clusters. SNZR phase 1 characterised emitters, engaged with
stakeholders, assessed options required to decarbonise and assessed requirements for
detailed roadmap development in phase 2. ESC involvement specified detailed regional
industrial modelling, development of decarbonisation scenarios and national modelling links.

Scotland's Net Zero
Roadmap (SNZR) – Phase 2

Development of a cluster level energy system model which in turn utilises: industrial site,
regional, and infrastructure modules. This will be designed to integrate into both existing
national level models and any future UK wide plan modelling.

South Wales Industrial
Cluster (SWIC) – Phase 2

SWIC will identify process options to reduce carbon emissions, options for Carbon Capture
Usage and Storage (CCUS) and for an infrastructure backbone to enable large scale
CO2 emissions reduction across Wales and beyond.

Bioenergy

CCS & Industry

Hydrogen

Renewables

Networks

Energy Storage
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